City of Lona Beach & Tidelands Oil Production ComDanv Award DE-FC22-95BC14934
Objectives :
The objectives o f this quarterly report are t o summarize the work conducted under each task in the first quarter of 1995, and to report all technical data and findings as specified in the "Federal Assistance Reporting Checklist".
The main objective of this project is the transfer o f technologies, methodologies, and findings developed and applied in this project t o other operators of Slope and Basin Clastic Reservoirs. This project will study methods t o identify sands with high remaining oil saturation and t o recomplete existing wells using advanced completion technology.
The identification of the sands with high remaining oil saturation will be accomplished by developing a deterministic 3-0 geologic model and by using a state of the art reservoir management computer software. The wells identified by the geologic and reservoir engineering work as having the best potential will be logged with a pulsed acoustic cased-hole logging tool. The application of the logging tools will be optimized in the lab by developing a rock-log model.
The wells that are shown to have the best oil production potential will be recompleted. The recompletions will be optimized by evaluating short radius and ultra-short radius lateral recompletions.
Summary of Technical Progress :
Budget Period 1, Activity 1 Reservoir Characterization
The following progress has been made o n developing rock-log and fluid-log models needed t o calibrate acoustic log data which will be compared t o theoretical expectations. Stanford has started laboratory measurements on Tidelands has neared completion in inputting directional surveys and quality controlling the sub-zone markers and fault picks for each well in the project databases. Tentative fault geometries have been verified for a first cut model on the Upper Terminal Zone. The City of Long Beach has manufactured several geologic cross sections of the Upper Terminal Zone across areas of initial interest. From these we have identified several production units. Production units are sands which are isolated and can be exploited from existing wells along with selective reperforation of idle penetrating wells.
DISCLAIMER
During the next quarter w e will continue building our model. A final cut model of the Upper Terminal Zone should be completed. Selection of the final recompletion candidates will be done and will be ready for acoustic logging. A n article which quoted James Hemphill of the City on the City's and Tidelands' t w o DOE Class 111 Projects was published in the October 10, Mr. Don Foster commented that it is too early in the Budget Period to provide a cost comparison of actual to budgeted costs. Total amount spent as of March 31,1995, is $93,000. The cost will accelerate in June when the drilling starts.
Mr. Xen Colazas stated that both projects are proceeding as expected with positive . results. He stated that the Committee will meet again in the middle of June (date to be determined).
Mi. Colazas called the meeting adjourned at 3:15 P.M. P.D.S.T. 3.1
CDW

MINUTES
4.1
Data compilation is in the quality control stages and should be completed by mid-AuWt.
Seventy to eighty digitized logs have been given to USC for evaluation.
The basic reservoir engineering has started and, currently, data are being pulled together.
Currently evaluating non-radioactive tracers. Three observation wells have been drilled. Presently drilling the first core hole.
Chris Phillips with Tidelands has completed the deterministic model. Work has just started on the stochastic model, not enough activity to report anything.
Evaluating software from Scientific Software.
Well programs are at the City for approval of surface location and drilling procedures.
Minutes of DOE Executive Committee
Meeting of July 26, 1995
4.4
Hot water alternating steam (WAS) has commenced. Hot water iqjection rates were increased this week to 3500hbls.
5.1
Dave Davies is continuing lab work.
7.
All requirements are being meet under Activity 7. A multi-media CD Rom is being considered for use over the Internet for both the steamflood and waterflood project.
Stanford has cut plugs and started bulk modulus testing.
Logging of the aquifer wells with Schlumberger and MPI will be co-ordinated with.the logging of 169-W. Two (2) aquifer wells are scheduled for this operation. Candidates need to be selected.
Activity 2 -Reservoir Ensineerinq
Production and Injection data for the fault block has been inputted into the computer. It now needs to be quality controlled. Well 169-W is scheduled to be drilled in September, not July as previously reported. This,is an opportunity to get a cased hole ti open hole suite of logs as well as 60' of conventional core in the Upper Terminal Zone, FB 4 . This will give us vital information on in-situ fluid saturations and pore structure which will help build our rock-log and fluid-log models.
Logging of the aquifer wells with Schlumberger and MPI tentatively scheduled for the end of July. Aquifer candidates are being reviewed.
Successfully tested methods on synthetic rock physics data. Completed laboratory measurements on two rock samples from Wilmington Field and continued instrument modifications for radial strain measurements. Tentative fault geometries have been verified for a first cut model.
2)
Surveys from the M-800's wells are missing and we are attempting to locate them at other sources.
